Crank up Your Creativity
AND CELEBRATE ACE’S 25TH ANNIVERSARY!

We have planned many activities to celebrate, including a **creative photography challenge** open to EVERY mentor, student, and team! All you need to do is take some great photos showing ACE in action or shoot a short video.

So pull out your cellphones and start snapping away. **You might win an ACE anniversary commemorative T-shirt or Amazon gift card worth $25.** MANY winners will be selected on the basis of a photo’s or video’s composition, originality, and artistic quality.

The editors of *Engineering News-Record*, which publishes ACE’s Yearbook, will include several winning photos in this year’s commemorative edition of the Yearbook as well as on the cover. In addition, ACE will incorporate most photo and video submissions in a social media campaign throughout 2019. **We will start posting photos and videos shortly after we receive them.** So start sending them in now!!

This anniversary challenge has two categories. **You can submit in one or both.**

**THE SPIRIT OF ACE**

Photos and videos should reflect any aspect of ACE that has special meaning to you. Please avoid static shots of people sitting around a table doing nothing or lined up on a stage as well as shots mostly showing the backs of heads.

**30 winners** will receive a 25th anniversary T-shirt.

**SILVER ANNIVERSARY**

Photos (no videos) depicting some aspect of ACE must imaginatively incorporate the letters “ACE” and number “25.” Let your creativity shine. These photos will be considered for the cover of the ACE Yearbook.

**5 winners** will receive $25 Amazon gift cards.

**REQUIREMENTS**

Photos must be high resolution (minimum 1 MB, 300 dpi) so that they are suitable for printing in various ACE publications.

Videos (maximum 15-20 seconds) mp4 file, preferably in HORIZONTAL format.

Maximum 2 photos or videos per student, mentor, or team.

Include with submission: your name, affiliate, email address, and a very short description of the activity depicted in the photo or video.

**Email entries to:** tmillner@acementor.org

**Deadline May 1.** However, as soon as you send your photos and videos, we will post them to our social media platforms.

**Winners will be notified in May.**